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Awarded a 5* review from Readers' Favorite. Readers say, "Well written and excellent descriptive
writing. I always feel part of the story with this author who has the skill to draw you into the settings."
Hana Du Rose is newly married and pregnant. Widowhood left her raising children alone before, but
she might have to repeat the experience as her new husband is arrested for a serious assault.
Career criminal, Michael Laval actively pursues her and Hana now knows what he wants. As the
school the Du Roses work at throws its doors open for an annual event, Hana is left vulnerable to
attack and Logan is forced to take drastic measures to protect her. But the secret Logan Du Rose
has been hiding is about to come out. He has answers but they could cost him everything.To make
matters worse, the lives of the newlyweds become complicated by past relationships which threaten
to ruin everything. Dreadful realities find their way out into the open and as death pays a visit to the
Du Roses, a damaging truth is revealed and Loganâ€™s life comes crashing down; detonating his
legacy from the inside. Only time will tell if the Du Roses can ever recover. A quote from the novel "The woman turned her steely gaze onto Hana and the men stopped talking. Loganâ€™s grey eyes
pierced her soul. They were alight and sparkling, more animated than she had ever seen them, but
they possessed a depth of something not previously encountered. He looked like a moth which
deliberately flies too near a flame, thrill seeking.">
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I read the first book and could not put the series down. I have been a fan of Logan from the start,
and the twisted Du Rose family has me hooked with their passions and their secrets. I loved this
book and found the ending highly satisfying and dramatic. I like the way that Hana has grown
stronger as a character. I will definitely continue the series.

I have enjoyed the DuRose books. Although the main character comes across as a little irrational
sometimes and the writing is a little unevn, overall I enjoyed the story lines. I read the books after
visiting New Zealand and wanting to learn more about the people.

After reading the first book in the series, I was hooked and had to get all the rest. By the time I
finished with the last book, I felt I knew these characters like my own family. These books also had
me looking up info about the Maori culture and other tidbits about New Zealand that I would never
have thought to do before reading them.

After starting this series I found I couldnâ€™t put them down and have now read all six books one
after the other, so this review covers all books - as for me they have all blended into one fabulous
story.I live in the Waikato in NZ, where the mysteries are set and love the familiarity of locations
nearby. The traits of each character are so clear that I miss them now that I have â€˜caught upâ€™
and finished this last book and feel like I know them!The plot of each book is unpredictable, yet
realistic and interesting. With little tidbits of life lessons skilfully scattered through they leave you
thinking, and they all have a lifelike humour which makes pleasurable reading.Great books!

WOW!!! I absolutely LOVED this book. It is one of those books you don't want to end as it is such a
wonderful book, yet you can't get to the end quick enough to get the answers for all the mysteries
the book held. It is definitely NOT one of those books that you can predict the end or even what will
happen next.It had a strong story line. The characters grew from the first book. More of their pasts
and what shaped them were revealed which made it such a fascinating book, actually series. I loved
all the twists and turns and the surprises that were constantly revealed.There was a lot of suspense

as Hannah was mercilessly pursued by thugs and an evil brain behind it, but also humour and a
beautifully love story. Chances were given to enjoy the love story without the constant threat of her
pursuers.A wonderful cast of such incredibly interesting people you cannot help to fall in love with,
laugh at and cherish.Be prepared to want to read right through the night.I cannot wait to read more
of Hannah and Logan and their beautiful story and the new beginning that the end of this book
promised.If you like a good book with a good story line, interesting characters, lots of romance, yet
clean and mystery and danger, this is definitely the series for you. You have to start with book 1 and
you will want to read all there is about these awesome characters which is described with such
detail that you can see them as a movie being played in your head.KT Bowes deserve! 5 stars and
above.

I love the detail the author went into. I could really visualize and feel the characters. I did not like the
suspense and drama plot getting spread out over three novels, but...I kept reading to find out!

Excellent, well written story. This latest instalment of the DuRose saga doesn't disappoint. It has
some great, well rounded characters that I'm really getting to know and love. The plot has a good
mix of suspense, romance, realism and humour. Would definitely recommend.
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